
CWSUITE95G
34" x 95" x 24" (H x W x D)

95" wide casework suite with AL57G beverage center and
cabinet, trash cabinet, cabinet hutch, and SCM853
microwave

Highlights:

34" high countertops comply with ADA guidelines for user
accessibility

Built-in allocator allows you to plug the refrigerator cord
directly into the microwave, freeing up an outlet while
ensuring

Casework is designed and manufactured in the USA from
engineered wood in a jet black finish

Product Features:

7-piece set Includes Summit AL54 all-refrigerator, CWR4ADA refrigerator cabinet, SCM853 microwave,
CWM2ADA and CWC1ADA storage cabinets, CWC5ADA trash cabinet, and CWH2 cabinet
hutch

ADA compliant height 34" high counters (not including hutch) to meet ADA guidelines for accessibility

Casework made in the USA Engineered wood with laminate finish manufactured and assembled in the United States

Fully assembled Each cabinet piece ships fully assembled for fast setup

Lockdowel™ construction Innovative fastening system ensures lasting durability

5 cu.ft. Beverage Center Includes our popular AL57G beverage refrigerator with digital controls, front lock, adjustable
glass shelves, reversible stainless steel trimmed glass door, and no-frost operation

Microwave included Ships with our fully featured 900W SCM853 microwave with one-touch cooking options,
multiple power levels, and a glass turntable

Trash receptacle included Our CWC5ADA cabinet includes two trash bins and built-in holes on the countertop to allow
easy separation of rubbish and recyclables

Refrigerator cabinet Ships with our 34" high CWR4ADA cabinet to protect the refrigerator
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CWSUITE95G Specifications:

Overview

Height of Cabinet 34.0" (86 cm)

Width 95.0" (241 cm)

Depth 24.0" (61 cm)

Door Black

Cabinet Black

Parts & Labor Warranty 90 Days

Compressor Warranty 5 Years

UPC 761101088686

Kitchenette

Reversible Yes
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